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Biennale Architettura in Venice is the largest international architecture event in the world. The theme in 2012 was Common
Ground. The curator, architect David Chipperfield, wanted a theme that would steer the Biennale towards an awareness of
continuity, coherence and remembrance, towards shared influence and collective expectations. No building material exudes
continuity quite like brick, which is used in several of the exhibitions at the Biennale. No choice of building material signifies
common ground more than brick, which has been part of our collective narrative for centuries. Petersen Tegl is proud that the
architects Kuehn Malvezzi, who were invited to contribute to the Biennale, chose the beautiful brick D99 for their installation.
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Common ground. Via this theme, the head cu-
rator of this year’s Architecture Biennale in
Venice, the British architect David Chipper-
field, wanted the 119 contributing architects
to downplay individual manifestations in
favour of more collective statements. Our era,
marked by anxiety and economic uncertainty,
requires that we turn our attention towards
that which unites us as cultural beings, rather
than compete to create the most vociferous
single statement, which Chipperfield thinks
has been the case in recent decades. “The built
world is a testament to the continuous evolu-
tion of architectural language,” he writes in
the main text of the Biennale programme.
Chipperfield believes that this “testament”
nourishes a critical and forward-looking under-
standing of our world.

The theme has inspired many interesting
and meaningful submissions. Some take the
form of large, interconnected installations and
architectural models, or even entire rooms in

1:1 scale. Several of these full-scale contribu-
tions utilise brick as their means of expression.
You might even call this a minor revival for the
material. Indeed, it could be said that the
theme of the exhibition is well suited to brick.
After all, what building material says “common
ground” more than brick, which has left its in-
delible mark on every one of the inhabited
continents for thousands of years?

Among the most accomplished brick instal-
lations are the German studio Kuehn Malvezzi’s
contributions to the main exhibition building
at the heart of the Biennale area. The installa-
tions consist of an elongated, solid brick plinth
at seat height, set outside the building’s main
entrance, and a light, screen-like spatial instal-
lation built in the building’s octagonal central
area. Heaviness and lightness. The massive and
the slender. Two approaches to brickwork,
based on different rules. What is both surpris-
ing and refined about Kuehn Malvezzi’s work is
that the bricks are stacked in exactly the same

way in both works. They are vertical on the
long side and stacked in straight, vertical
columns without overlapping joints. In princi-
ple, this is against the rules for the massive
construction, but the combination of a plinth
layer on top of a layer of vertical sections con-
fers the necessary cohesion and solidity. The
plinth’s horizontal upper surface is therefore
characterised by the stretchers, the long sides
of the headers and the short sides of the bricks’
rectangular surfaces. This creates a reversed
effect, whereby the upper face resembles a
horizontal wall, while the end walls have the
character of a raised surface.

It is exactly this effect that dominates the
spatial installation inside the exhibition build-
ing. The walls look like horizontal sections that
have been raised from their normal position
into an upright stance. This inverts all of our
preconceived notions about the right way to
build in brick. We live in an era where brick has
been robbed of its weight and simply acts as

COMMON GROUND
THE THEME FOR BIENNALE 2012 IS WELL SUITED TO BRICK. WHAT BUILDING
MATERIAL SAYS “COMMON GROUND” MORE THAN BRICK, WHICH HAS LEFT ITS INDELIBLE
MARK ON EVERY ONE OF THE INHABITED CONTINENTS FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS?

BY THOMAS BO JENSEN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR, ARCHITECT MAA, PHD.

The architects Kuehn Malvezzi have created the installation “Komuna Fundamento” for this year’s Biennale Architettura in Venice. Located outside the
entrance to the exhibition building Palazzo delle Esposizioni, the installation takes the form of a brick plinth that spans the split-level terrain.

The plinth is made in a blue-tempered brick with
tinges of black, grey, blue, white and green.

The curator of the Bienniale, David Chipperfield,
chose “Common Ground” as this year’s theme.

The International Architecture Biennale in Venice runs from late August to late November. The number of visitors continues to increase, and reached approximately 170,000 in 2010.
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covering attached to the back wall. This frees
brick from strict bonding rules, and in the
process generates a great many new options
for stacking and patterning. The fact that this
also disregards some significant practical as-
pects of the well-functioning building – for ex-
ample, thermal regulation, moisture control
and air quality – is a completely different mat-
ter. However, in Kuehn Malvezzi’s installation,
this is not a concern. Here, the subtle dialogue
with the massive plinth is both thought-pro-
voking and beautiful. It also works well in
purely spatial terms. The thin, stacked walls
form a zigzagging spatial movement that ob-
scures the direct line of sight between the en-
trance and the exhibition halls. This means you
first have to take a small detour before you
reach the first exhibition room. Along the way,
you pass a transverse room with a built-in
bench made of the same brick as the outdoor
plinth. The main room serves as both a resting
area and a small gallery, with large free-hang-

ing frames featuring prints by the photogra-
phers Candida Höfer and Armin Linke.

Petersen Tegl donated the brick. It consists
of the very beautiful D99 – a cousin of the (in
my eyes at least) even more beautiful D58. Its
varied and shimmering surfaces, which include
black, grey, blue, white and green hues, clearly
come into their own outdoors. Indoors, a se-
ries of very unfortunate fluorescent lights spoil
the experience of the bricks’ ceramic qualities.
The cold light makes the stones seem more
grey and weathered than they really are. Luck-
ily, the plinth makes up for this. Here, the
bricks’ warmer nuances are in perfect harmony,
and the bricks provide literal and figurative
common ground for visitors in need of a rest –
common ground, in the most literal sense.

The installation also serves as an exclusive little gallery,
featuring prints by the photographers Candida Höfer and
Armin Linke.

Inside the exhibition building, the spatial part of the installation consists of thin, stacked walls forming a zig-zag movement that prevents
direct visual contact between the entrance and the exhibition halls.

A bench built into the spatial installation is clad in
the same manner as the outdoor plinth.

Komuna Fundamento,
Biennale Architettura 2012
Architects: Kuehn Malvezzi

Contractor: Errico Costruzioni, Venezia

Brick: D99

Photos: Cameraphoto



C.F.Møller’s building encircles a raised courtyard and consists of four contiguous buildings of varying heights.
The irregular shape of the site means that the buildings sit at a variety of angles to each other, so that all of the apartments
receive sunlight during the day. This photograph was taken just after completion, before the Olympic athletes moved in.

In early August – while the Games
were in full swing – HRH Crown Prince
Frederik and Danish Minister of
Culture Uffe Ellebæk were given a gui-
ded tour of the Athletes’ Village by
Julian Weyer, architect and partner
in C.F.Møller Architects.

Site plan

FROM OLYMPIC
VILLAGE TO

PRIVATE HOUSING
C.F.MØLLER’S RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT IN STRATFORD

– WHICH HOUSED ATHLETES DURING THE OLYMPIC GAMES
– WAS BUILT ACCORDING TO TRIED-AND-TESTED

DANISH BRICKLAYING TRADITIONS.
THE APARTMENTS ARE NOW BEING CONVERTED

FOR SALE AND RENTAL.

BY IDA PRÆSTEGAARD, ARCHITECT

The public did not have access to the Athletes’ Village during
the Olympics in July and August, and there’s little point in vis-
iting it now. The area is a building site once again, and will re-
main so until the approximately 16,000 flats have been
converted into 2,800 new homes. The transformation is an in-
tegral part of the strategic plan, which so fundamentally dis-
tinguished London 2012 from previous Olympics.

Right from the outset, the London bid to host the Games
was based on the desire to regenerate and provide enduring
value. Sustainability was a key concept, and was incorporated
into every aspect of the British Olympic project. All of the
buildings are as energy-efficient as possible, e.g. in terms of
heat recovery. Another objective was commercial sustainability.
The idea was that British taxpayers were to pay as little as pos-
sible, so many aspects of the Games were put out to tender to
private investors. Last but not least, the sustainability criteria
meant that that the planning and construction had to be of
sufficient quality to guarantee long-term durability, and to at-
tract future residents and users after the Olympics.

C.F.Møller Architects was the only Danish company among
the 16 international architectural firms selected to design the
Athletes’ Village. The project was handled by C.F.Møller’s London
office, under the supervision of partner Julian Weyer:

“Back in 2005, when London was awarded the 2012
Olympics, it was recognised that the days of ever bigger-and-
better Games were over. London has no need for branding in
the traditional sense, so it was able to break new ground. In
the past, the Olympics have often ended up being economic
disasters because the huge investments involved weren't incor-
porated into overall visions for the future. The London organ-
isers decided to integrate the Games into an existing urban
development project in Stratford, East London, which was ex-
panded to include the construction of sports facilities and more
homes, the completion of which was timed to coincide with the
opening of the games. Otherwise, everything was done accord-
ing to the originally agreed plans.”

The area in Stratford now known as the East Village was a
run-down industrial area with an ideal infrastructure for accom-



modating huge numbers of visitors. A master plan was drawn
up for the new area, inspired by the classic London neighbour-
hood, and with an effective division between private housing
and communal public spaces – a model that has worked for hun-
dreds of years. In addition to homes, the East Village has
squares and parks, as well as a gigantic business centre that
was inaugurated before the Games began.

C.F.Møller’s work is conspicuously located at the entrance to
the East Village, on what was known during the Olympics as
Plot N13. The housing development encircles a raised courtyard
and consists of four contiguous buildings of varying heights
ranging from 9-14 storeys. After the conversion, there will be
185 apartments.

“Originally, the buildings were to be made of pre-cast con-
crete panels, partly because the technology is considered ad-
vanced in the UK, and partly because it would show the world
that construction was progressing at a rapid pace. We wanted
the homes to have a muted, but qualitatively strong idiom. In
our opinion, this could best be achieved with brick façades and

our argument was eventually accepted. However, our recom-
mended brick was the subject of much discussion. We were
asked to collect samples from all over the UK to compare with
our choice. However, when they were all laid out beside each
other, our builder was convinced that Petersen’s coal-fired D71
not only perfectly matched the specification and concept but
that it would stand out as something special. If a plain yellow
industrial brick had been chosen, we might just as well have
gone for pre-cast concrete,” Weyer explains.

“During the design stage, we used Danish technology that's
unknown in the UK, where brick is usually treated like two-di-
mensional wallpaper. Working with brick texturally and three-
dimensionally has almost been forgotten in recent times. We
treated the development as a block we could cut into while
maintaining a consistent deployment of brick. In England, they
have partly lost their fine old brickbuilding tradition. Patterned
masonry of the kind we used here is rarely seen these days. For
the beams and window lintels, we used pre-stressed elements
produced at Petersen and covered with brick – a method not

known in England. Our building attracted attention and debate
both among partners and on the building site. It is thought-
provoking that in the UK our development was considered
avant-garde, whereas we saw it as pretty traditional.”
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Section and elevation “The project is the most striking I’ve worked on in 20 years, but
it was also very challenging,” says Peter Corbett of Lee Marley
Brickwork, site brickwork manager for the C.F.Møller project.
Petersen Tegl met him during the final stage of the project. “Time
constraints meant we had to do the brickwork on the façades at
the same time as on the different floors. And, of course, the
bonds – which on top of everything else were different – had to
be precise to the exact millimetre when putting together the big
jigsaw. Petersen bricks have a number of advantages, though. First
and foremost, they’re packed in smaller pallets than British ones,
so are much easier to handle. We also save time because they
arrive mixed from the brickworks. And not least, the bricks’ rustic
appearance allows for greater tolerance in the bricklaying than
industrial brick. Fortunately, the rustic look is very uniform, so we
have not had to discard a single one.” Photos: Ida Præstegaard

The building is sustainable - partly because of the durability
of its materials. Bricks require minimal maintenance and will
not need any finishing or replacement.

In the green space between the buildings, C.F.Møller has sought to restore the ecological
values that have been lost in this part of London. The trees and plants here are a
geographical and historical reference to the nearby Waltham and Epping forests.

The distinction between owner occupier and rented housing
is deliberately obscured by the main architectural theme.

> The new district in Stratford – East Village
will soon be home to 10,000 residents.

< The consistent three-dimensional approach to detail
in the brickwork is a rare sight in the UK, as is the white
mortar C.F.Møller used with the light-coloured bricks.

Plot 13, East Village
Client: ODA (Olympic Delivery Agency), Lend Lease

Architects: C.F.Møller Architects

Contractor: GallifordTry

Engineer, structural: WSP

Engineer, mechanical: Hoare Lea

Landscape architects, public realm: Vogt landscape Architects

Landscape architects, private realm: C.F.Møller Architects

Brick: D71

Photos: Jens Lindhe

Photos, brickwork: Julian Weyer
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It is always exciting to see architectural interpretations of an
archetype such as the villa, and the case of Villa Linari is very
interesting indeed. This brand-new house sits on a quiet resi-
dential street in the west of Hamburg. On the one hand, it is
very much like the rest of the architecture in the area, while
on the other, its idiom is radically different.

The neighbourhood is full of large, rock-solid, elegant red-
brick villas, up to 100 years old. The architect, Thomas
Dibelius, inherited a house here, albeit a pretty worn down and
dilapidated one. His solution was to tear it down and start
again, even though this generated a certain amount of oppo-
sition among the neighbours. The local authority even stipu-
lated that his new building must not stand out too much.

As a result, the villa is the same height as the neighbouring
houses and is built of brick, but that is where the similarities
end. The house is 470m2 on three floors, with an additional
270m2 basement with room for five cars. The house owner is
an industrial designer and a perfectionist, right down to the
most minute of details. He wanted a modernist house with a
flat roof, and the end result is a tiled cube.

In order to create, as Thomas Dibelius puts it, a dialogue
between old and new, and to generate associations with the
surrounding houses, all of which have high-pitched roofs, the
top floor of Villa Linari has been made slightly narrower. This
achieves the visual effect of a roof that is both sloped and flat
at the same time. In addition, the exterior form is kept com-
pact, and the use of brick enables the classic and the modern
to fuse together in a highly refined manner.

The construction consists of an inner concrete wall and an
outer wall of brick, with 150mm of insulation in between.
About the choice of Kolumba, Dibelius says: “In Germany, we
don't have bricks with Kolumba’s aesthetic qualities and format.
The horizontal lines are particularly important to the façade.
In the studio, we would have preferred a lighter Kolumba, like
the one Peter Zumthor used in Cologne, but my client wanted
a darker stone. Experiments led us to the dark Kolumba K58 and

we asked Petersen to produce bricks with extra shades of gold-
yellow and added sand, which makes the brickwork vibrant and
varied. To enhance the dark impression, we chose an anthracite-
grey mortar. In low light, the house is greyish in hue, but in
sunlight, it takes on a faint red-brown glow. It’s more expensive
to use Kolumba, but both the builders and I consider it a much
more beautiful solution.”

The house was completed in December 2011 and the interior
decor and fitting are also in the same classic style – all in
white, including Italian limestone, puttied walls, high-gloss lac-
quered, chalk-white doors and cabinets, and floors and stairs
in whitewashed oak. Halogen downlights and hidden LED light-
ing are dotted throughout the house, which has delicate fin-
ishing touches everywhere. There are distinctive works of art,
large flat-screen televisions in every room, a wine cellar, a
sauna and an outdoor kitchen at the back of the garden – also
in Kolumba brick.

The building is heated – and cooled – by a geothermal unit,
consisting of eight wells drilled to a depth of 96 metres. A pip-
ing system in the floors warms the house in winter and cools it
in summer, so there was no need to install air conditioning.
Triple-glazed windows and the fireplace do their bit to generate
a comfortable indoor climate. The villa took a year to design
and two years to build – and not a single compromise was made
along the way.

Villa Linari, Hamburg
Client: Dipl.-Ing. Oec. Rainer Diersche

Architects: Dibelius Architekten

Contractor: WP Weber Poll Ingenieurbüro für Bauwesen Mühlenkamp

Engineers: Energiehausingenieure Planungsgesellschaft

für Gebäudetechnik

Landscape: Dibelius Architekten

Brick: K58

Photos: Anders Sune Berg

The compact building opens toward the west, where the brickwork graphically underlines the delicate interplay between interior and exterior.
The precise spatial configuration creates dialogue between the first-floor balcony and the covered terrace on the ground floor.

A two-metre-high wall in the garden, also covered with Kolumba,
integrates a grill and is used for storing firewood and garden tools.

Plan
Ground floor, first floor, second floor.

Façade facing the street
longitudinal section.

The house is replete with Japanese associations, which are emphasised
by the very precise gardens dotted with bonsai-like shrubs.

ELEGANCE AND
UNCOMPROMISING
QUALITY
LIKE A PRECIOUS JAPANESE JEWEL IN A SUBURBAN
SETTING. ON THE OUTSIDE, VILLA LINARI FEATURES
ROBUST, ALMOST COARSE KOLUMBA BRICK,
WHILE ITS INTERIOR CONSISTS OF DELICATE
MATERIALS, PAINTED SURFACES AND HI-TECH
FITTINGS AND FIXTURES. A NEW HOUSING
CULTURE ARISES OUT OF A MEETING OF OPPOSITES.

BY THOMAS DICKSON, ARCHITECT AND AUTHOR
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The builder and architect Thomas Dibelius opted for a custom-made
version of Kolumba with added yellow clay and sand aggregate.

The Kolumba fireplace interrupts the double-height glass façade, forming an
element that connects the exterior masonry with the interior of the building.

At the entrance, the distinctive Kolumba stands in marked contrast to the slender glass façade
profiles in aluminium and the white limestone tiles that form the interior and exterior cladding.

> The stairs to the first floor
are covered with oak and run
alongside a wall of quarried
limestone. The artwork in the
hall was made for the site by
Hamburg artist Andrea Anatas.
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“We don’t want residents at Astley Castle to feel like mere spectators
of history. We want them to feel they’re living in it,” said architect
Stephen Witherford when I met him at the castle in June, on the day
of the official handover. A tour of the site confirms that the architects’
ambitions have been fully realised.

You catch sight of the castle as soon as you pass the gatehouse.
Even at this distance, you sense that its centuries of history have been
enriched by a new element, that signals new functions and a new era.
Once you enter the castle, you are immersed in this element. You are
entranced by the radical but at the same time deeply respectful restora-
tion that encapsulates the site’s dignity and character. You find yourself
caught up in the building’s structural logic and the beautifully detailed
craftsmanship that is evident everywhere you look.

Seven years ago, the future looked bleak for Astley Castle, the oldest
part of which is a fortress dating back to the 12th century. Over hun-
dreds of years, the castle was extended and altered. It was already in
decline in the 20th century, being used for a variety of different pur-
poses, before a terrible fire in 1978 left behind only a fragile ruin. For
the next 30 years, rain and frost eroded the unprotected walls, and
eventually the castle topped the list of endangered buildings in War-
wickshire.

In 2002, a helping hand was offered when the castle caught the eye
of the patron saint of historic houses. The Landmark Trust is a charitable
foundation that over the last three and a half decades has funded and

ASTLEY CASTLE
TRANSFORMED
BY WEAVING TOGETHER NEW BRICKWORK
AND OLD STONEWORK, WITHERFORD WATSON
MANN HAS TRANSFORMED A MEDIEVAL RUIN
INTO REFINED MODERN HOUSING.

BY IDA PRÆSTEGAARD, ARCHITECT

Astley Castle is located in the heart of England, in beautiful Warwickshire, known as Shakespeare County. The castle is of great local significance.
While rebuilding was underway, many local residents stopped by and told the architects and craftsmen about their experiences of the castle.

The architects used photos and drawings and
worked in minute detail to achieve a perfect
join with the new brickwork.
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acquired 250 exceptional buildings, mainly in the UK, which it has then
renovated and rented out for holiday lets. In 2006, the Trust invited
nine architects to come up with ideas for transforming the castle into
high-end rented accommodation. After initial design ideas and an in-
terview, the London-based Witherford Watson Mann Architects was com-
missioned.

The refurbished castle has four bedrooms on the ground floor and a
living room and kitchen on the first floor. “For us it was obvious that
the living rooms had to have the best view of the old, beautiful land-
scape, with its medieval fish pond and church,” Stephen Witherford re-
calls. “An equally important innovation is the large, open courtyard
that was once a room on the ground floor. However, the 1978 fire had
destroyed the floor and roof, exposing it to the elements. Most of the
room’s original exterior walls, consisting of sandstone, limestone and
medieval brick, had been preserved, and we chose to make it an outdoor
room. To best preserve its exceptionally beautiful colours, we didn’t
want to treat the outer wall, so decided to cover its edges with a shal-
low roof to prevent further degradation.” The result is a fascinating
sheltered space where you can sit and enjoy the old ruins and the sur-
rounding landscape, which is visible through the mullions of the
unglazed windows.

The key to revitalising the castle was, of course, securing its walls,
which were on the verge of collapse prior to the renovation project.
Despite the fact that the ruin was a listed building, all concerned were

The remains of Astley Castle were in such a poor
state that it was irrelevant to discuss the era to
which the building should be restored. Instead,
the architects wove the ruins in to the uniform,
modern brickwork, the colours of which match
the original walls.

The new brickwork meets the irregular ruin in
broken lines, and so the perpends have to be of va-
ried width to allow for tolerance. To ensure that the
joint does not look disproportionately broad and do-
minate the overall impression, all of the perpends in
the new brickwork measure 18mm.
The bed joint is 10mm. The brickwork was the
subject of much study and many discussions.
To avoid a clash between old and new, the
architects went for a quarter lap bond
which creates a uniform surface.

A very early sketch shows the essence
of the conversion in all its simplicity.

Design sketches of the first floor hall and diaphragm brickwork.
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aware that a radical solution was needed if it was to be preserved. The
architects decided that new brickwork would be the recurring and uni-
fying element, capping and buttressing the ancient walls, and binding
the large new concrete lintels into the existing stonework. The new
brickwork is also deployed to stabilise edges and openings inside the
building, so that all of the interior woodwork – floors, stairs, doors,
window frames, etc. – could be fitted. The new brickwork is woven into
the ancient ruin like a beautiful piece of fabric, the red shades of which
reflect those found in the original castle walls. The bricks were therefore
a key element for both the architects and the builder.

“We looked at many European and British bricks before settling on
D36 in Flensburg format from Petersen Tegl. Its low height lets the brick-
work closely follow the irregular lines of the ruin. The dimensions of the
brick (228 x 108 x 40mm) are atypical in the UK, which gives the brick-
work an unfamiliar, compressed quality, which complements the large
size of the old stonework. D36 is coal-fired, and so is endowed with a
wealth of reds, earth tones and even greens that are also found in the
walls of the ruin, which are made of sandstone, limestone and some
bricks from the Middle Ages, which also bear the scars of the 1978 fire.”

Considerable attention was also devoted to the choice of bond. “In
order to avoid abrupt transitions between the new brickwork and the
walls of the ruin, we chose a quarter lap bond, which accommodates
both the broken edges we are coursing into and the headers which bind
in the diaphragms stiffening the walls. ”

The large room on the first floor combines
living room, dining area and kitchen.

> The bedrooms and bathrooms
are all on the ground floor.

The Landmark Trust, which owns and rents out
the castle, was responsible for the furnishings.

The simple staircase to the first floor
is made of oak and steel.

Most of the stakeholders in the project gathered on
the day the building was handed over. From left to
right: David Marsh, site agent for William Anelay;
Freddie Phillipson and Chris Watson, architects at
Witherford Watson Mann. Photos: I. Præstegaard

Freddie Phillipson, architect and Stephen
Witherford, architect/director.

In the big, double-height courtyard, you are both inside and outside at the
same time. The untreated walls of the ruin are protected by a thin roof.
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The end result clearly conveys the architects’ passion for the task of
restoring and transforming Astley Castle – including the challenge of
joining new and old, as Stephen Witherford confirms: “One of our goals
was for guests to sense how the medieval ruin and the new construction
work together, not only structurally, but also emotionally.”

Astley Castle
Client: The Landmark Trust

Architects: Witherford Watson Mann Architects

Contractor: William Anelay

Engineers: Price & Myers

Brick: D36, Flensborg format

Photos: Philip Vile

Ground floor plan and first floor plan, existing walls are shown in grey, new ones in red.
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The renovation of the shop in Berlin was Hol-
ger Moths’ first job for the Globetrotter chain,
which specialises in equipment for outdoor ac-
tivities. Since then, Moths has worked closely
with the chain on concepts and internal decor
for branches in Cologne, Hamburg, Munich and
Dresden.

The latest shop opened in Grusonstrasse,
Frankfurt, in March this year. Moths Architek-
ten was not only in charge of the construction
of the building, but for the first time the com-
pany was responsible for the interior too.

In addition to the huge assortment of
equipment from more than 700 suppliers, the
well-stocked shops also offer a wide range of
things to see and do. For example, in Globe-
trotter’s Cologne branch, visitors have the op-
portunity to try out diving gear, a kayak or a
canoe in an five-metre-deep lake with a cir-
cumference of 250 metres. In Frankfurt, kids
are able to pan for gold like 19th-century
prospectors. In the freezer room, customers
can try out polar equipment in sub-zero tem-
peratures, while brave souls pit their wits
against an 18-metre-high climbing wall made
of clear glass.

The new building in Frankfurt has a rectan-
gular body, 42 x 32 metres and 27 metres high
and is located in the heavily trafficked Ostend
area. One of the basic premises was that the
building was not to resemble the typical glass-

and-steel Frankfurt office building. “We wanted
it to have a look that everybody would notice.
We were after associations with a treasure
chest. The windows are intended to be picture
frames that allow passers-by to gaze at the
treasure inside,” Holger Moths explains.

The developer, investor and the city plan-
ner’s office all paid careful attention to the
façade. Ostend is dominated by brick industrial
buildings dating from the early 20th century.
Add to that the fact that Globetrotter has its
roots in northern Germany, which also has a
strong brick-building tradition, and brick was
an obvious choice of material.

The shops all incorporate different natural
elements – it was important for the architects
to create associations with nature, but never
imitate it. In Frankfurt, 26 huge trees and a
lounge area create an oasis in the middle of
the glass- and mirror-clad central space. The
façade also had to generate associations with
nature, and the architects found the solution
to this at Petersen Tegl.

“With its rich colouring and rough surface,
Kolumba looks like natural stone, but it is also
elegant and delicately proportioned,” says
Moths. “The fact that Kolumba is hand-made
also offers up unusual opportunities. Kolumba
is produced in simple wooden moulds, so spe-
cial sizes are relatively easy to make and do
not cost too much more. You just can’t do that

“For the façade, we wanted a brick
made of materials that would
reflect the rawness of nature.
Kolumba allowed us to create
the abstract image of a disparate,
layered rock face that we had imagined.”
Architect Holger Moths

IMAGES
OF NATURE
MOTHS ARCHITEKTEN COMMISSIONED
MADE-TO-ORDER KOLUMBA FOR A BRICK FAÇADE,
THE RELIEF AND SHADOW EFFECTS
OF WHICH RESEMBLE A ROCK FACE.

BY IDA PRÆSTEGAARD, ARCHITECT

The architects Holger Moths and Elenora Schröder visited Petersen Tegl and experimented until
they hit upon the right Kolumba mix. The architects retained Kolumba’s standard length and height,
but chose three new breadths – 140, 115 and 90mm – to produce the desired relief. The large entrance on Grusonstrasse is made of glass and invites passers-by inside.

The new Globetrotter shop in Frankfurt is in the bustling Ostend business district. The massive cube full of all kinds of outdoor equipment provides a glimpse of a fantastic world of adventure.
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Globetrotter in Frankfurt
Client: Groß & Partner Grundstücksentwicklungs-

gesellschaft GmbH

Leaseholder: Globetrotter Ausrüstung

Architects: Prof. Moths Architekten, Hamburg

Façade by: Klinker Forum GmbH, Morsbach

Contractor: Peter Gross Bau GmbH & Co. KG

Engineers: Kannemacher + Dr. Sturm

Brick: K543 (80%) combined with

K57 Royal Playhouse and K58.

Photos: Paul Kozlowsky

Globetrotter in Frankfurt was awarded an AIT Award

2012, in the category “Shop Presentation”.

with mass-produced bricks. We visited the
brickworks in Broager, where we experimented
with Kolumba in a variety of colours. We opted
for K43 (80%) combined with the K57 Royal
Playhouse and K58. We ordered them in the
standard length and height, but with three dif-
ferent widths: 90, 115 and 140mm. The fin-
ished façade has a fantastic relief with a
constantly changing shadow play depending
on the light and time of day,” the architect
adds.

“A meeting was arranged to make a final de-
cision on the choice of brick for the façade. It
was attended by the builders, the owners of
Globetrotter and the investor, Gross & Partner.
We presented two sets of multiple mass-pro-
duced bricks and one set of Kolumba. The in-
vestor pointed to Kolumba and said “That’s the
most beautiful one”, despite the fact that it
costs many times the price of industrial brick.
Twelve months later, when the building was
finished, and Jürgen Gross had inspected it, he
called me specifically to say how pleased he
was with the brickwork and with the quality
and look of Kolumba.”

All Globetrotter shops in Germany have their own distinctive features. Holger Moths travelled to the Netherlands and chose the 26 trees
that endow the Frankfurt branch with its unique ambience.

Site plan

longitudinal section

The relief on the brickwork changes appearance constantly, depending on the light.
The effect is at its most dramatic in full sunlight. On cloudy days, the relief looks softer.
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LIKE WANDERING
AROUND IN THE
FINEST OF LACE
CUSTOM-MADE CLINKERS MAGNIFY
A 200-YEAR-OLD LACE PATTERN IN THE NEW PAVING
FOR DRØHSE'S GARDEN IN TØNDER.

Drøhse's House, which belongs to Sønderjylland Museum in Tøn-
der, houses a fine collection of old lace. It is a fascinating world
of patterns, well worth exploring. Some of them are purely geo-
metric, others reproduce stylised flowers. A basic lace pattern
is hexagonal, like the cells of a beehive. The art of lace making
is all about the alternating breaks in the basic pattern, which
are formed by placing several hexagons side by side, by leaving
gaps or by inserting other elements, e.g. lace threads.

Some of the most beautiful, vibrant patterns are from the
nearly 200-year-old Tønder tradition, one of which inspired the
pattern for the refurbishment of the 300m2 rectangular garden
at Drøhse's House, which opened in June this year.

The new brick paving and plant beds represent a 50 x mag-
nification of the 200-year-old lace pattern, which has been
stylised and processed to divide the garden up into paths and
beds. The overall effect is that visitors feel as if they are wan-
dering around in the lace pattern.

The new paving is made of custom-made clinkers from Pe-
tersen Tegl, chosen because they harmonise with the surround-
ing masonry, are eminently suitable for paving and, in
particular, because they are ideal for producing customised ver-
sions. Clients are able to choose the shape, in this case hexag-
onal like the basic lace pattern. Adding a glaze makes it easy
to highlight different individual parts of the stylised lace-like
pattern i the paving.

The same clinker has been used for all of the paving in the
gardens – a hand-made, hard-fired terracotta-coloured clinker
made of special German clinker clay that measures 220 x 220 x
50mm.

Half of the clinkers are used to represent the lace pattern.
They have narrow matt-white glazed edges, which match the
basic thin, white and hexagonal pattern of the lace. This basic
pattern is broken by the “lace threads”, which consist of whole
clinkers glazed in an off-white shade. The idea is that visitors
use them as paths through the garden.

Hexagonal beds with low, clipped boxwood and perennials
are neatly cut into the paving and form a third element of the
lace pattern.

The clinker used elsewhere in the paving is uncoated and
forms the base and framework for the magnified pattern.

At one end of the garden, there is a small pond surrounded
by a narrow lace pattern, also created by a mixture of all-white
glazed clinkers and others with white edges. A large iron sculp-
ture that mimics the hexagonal pattern of the paving and the
lace at the opposite end of the garden acts as a climbing frame
for twining wisteria.

Drøhse's Garden
Landscape architect: Niels Junggreen Have

Contractor: Kjelkvist A/S, Tønder

Fountain and iron sculpture: Torkild Junggreen Have*

Clinkers: Custom-made 220 x 220 x 50mm

Photos: Anders Sune Berg

Photo: lace: Elsemarie Dam-Jensen

*) Funding: New Carlsberg Foundation

The garden’s new brick paving and plant beds are designed as a 50 x magnification of the 200-year-old piece of lace.

After an extensive renovation in the mid-1980s,
the building won the Europa Nostra Prize in 1985.

Tønder Museum has owned the house since 2003,
but has used it for lace and textile exhibitions since 1997.

The fence around the approx. 300m2 garden will
be covered with ivy, so that the impression
of an oasis will soon be complete.

Landscape architect Niels Junggren Have
was inspired by an old piece of lace on
display in the museum.
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LEAF
PATTERN
CLINKERS
THE NEW ROSE GARDEN IN FREDENSBORG
PALACE GARDENS IS DESIGNED TO RESEMBLE
A STYLISED FLOWER DELINEATED
BY A CLINKER SURFACE.

A solid paver was needed on the paths in the rose garden. With its traditional and historical references, brick was an obvious choice.

The garden benches in solid aluminium are designed by
the artist Ingvar Cronhammar and made by the
company Aage Damgaard.

The shape of the rose garden is inspired by
the paving on the Piazza del Campidoglio
at the Capitol in Rome.

The clinker on the paths measures 240 x 120 x 50mm – a good format for the leaf pattern.
The clinker is made of a thick, English clay that shimmers in red, brown and blue hues.

In honour of HM the Queen's 70th birthday in 2010, parliament
and the government gave Her Majesty a rose garden in the form
of a retelling of the one Queen Ingrid had installed in Fredens-
borg Palace Gardens in the late 1950s.

Roses have long been a beloved plant in the history of Dan-
ish royal gardens. Christian IV, Frederik IV, Frederik V and Queen
Louise all had rose gardens. Queen Ingrid cultivated roses in
both Gråsten and Fredensborg Palace Gardens, while Queen Mar-
grethe has helped to plant the roses in the gardens at Marselis-
borg and Gråsten Palace – and most recently the new rose
garden at Fredensborg Palace.

Queen Ingrid took inspiration for the disposition of Fredens-
borg’s rose garden in the paving pattern on the Piazza del
Campidoglio on the Capitol in Rome. The pattern was designed
by Michelangelo in the late 1530s and consists of an oval frame
around a stylised leaf pattern – almost like a rose with many
petals.

In Fredensborg, the leaf pattern was delineated by the path
between the rose beds, while the surrounding ellipses were cre-
ated by first queen bushes and then a yew hedge clipped in
Baroque fashion into arches, balls and vaults with niches for
sculptures. In the middle of the garden was erected a marble
pillar with climbing roses.

Queen Ingrid's garden closed in the late 1990s. The yew
hedge was however retained as was the marble column with
climbing roses. Both are part of the new rose garden, created
in collaboration between the Palaces and Properties Agency
(now the Agency for Palaces and Cultural Properties) and HM
the Queen. The leaf pattern has been simplified to fewer but
larger plant fields, partly for gardening reasons. A covering was
needed to create the pattern. The natural product brick with
both its traditional and historical references was an obvious
choice. The choice fell on the B151B clinker from Petersen. It
measures 240 x 120 x 50mm – a format that was ideal for laying
in the desired leaf pattern. The clinker is made of a thick, Eng-
lish clinker clay that shimmers in red, brown and blue hues – a
play of colours that suits the rose. There is great satisfaction
with the tile chosen, which is also used at Gråsten Palace.

The new rose garden, which was completed in July last year,
is planted with a variety of roses, which gives a lively play of
colour and intense fragrance experiences. Flowering is at its
peak from mid-June to the end of July. The rose garden is both
for the benefit of the royal family and the public with access
to the garden throughout the month of July.

Rose Garden at Fredensborg
Landscape architect: Christine Waage Rasmussen,

The Danish Agency for Palaces and Cultural Properties

Landscaping by: Skelskør Anlægsgartneri

Implementation: The Agency's own gardeners (SLKE)

Design of benches: Ingvar Cronhammar

Clinkers: B151B, 240 x 120 x 50mm

Photos: Anders Sune Berg

Photo, Rome: Unknown
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THE VISION OF A DIFFERENT KIND OF HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS WAS THE DRIVING FORCE
FOR BOTH THE BUILDER AND THE ARCHITECT
BEHIND A NEWLY BUILT VILLAGE OUTSIDE HAMBURG.
THE DREAM HAS BEEN REALISED BY A COMBINATION
OF EXCELLENT ARCHITECTURE AND HIGH-QUALITY
MATERIALS.

Hanna Reemtsma Haus looks as if it is in a clearing in the mid-
dle of a forest, even though the settlement is actually located
in a sparsely populated residential neighbourhood barely an
hour’s drive west of Hamburg. If you were taken there blind-
folded, you might well think that you had arrived at a modern
version of an Italian village. That is just how poetic these new
buildings appear to be. Nestled between tall, pruned trees, they
certainly do not give the impression of a care home.

Neither the staff at Hanna Reemtsma Haus nor the architect
Lars Schneekloth particularly care for the word “home”, which
has associations with the old-folks’ institutions of yesteryear.
Instead, they wanted to create something new, more like a vil-
lage, in which special care is taken of the inhabitants’ needs.
As a symbol of this, rooms have been placed at the disposal of

a local outdoor kindergarten, so the small village for older peo-
ple frequently echoes with the joyous laughter of children.

The Reemtsma Foundation is a family foundation based on
cigarette production. Today, the family is primarily involved in
social and cultural charity work, including this project. The
Foundation also supports museums, art and the new Elbphil-
harmonie, designed by the architects Herzog and de Meuron,
which is expected to be completed in 2013.

Studio E. Schneekloth und Partner have specialised in social
projects in recent years, especially housing for senior citizens.
The studio won the competition for the Reemtsma project in
2007. After extensive discussions with the developer during the
design phase, construction started in earnest in 2008. A run-
down 1970s care home was still in use on the site, so one of

the challenges was to build the new one with people living
right next door.

On a couple of occasions, this involved the careful and con-
siderate relocation of the residents. The entire construction
process lasted only two years. In 2011, the new buildings were
completed, with room for 40 care-dependent residents in one
building and apartments for 60 more active residents in five
villa-style units. The middle of the complexes houses social
areas such as a restaurant (where non-residents are also wel-
come), a music room, a chapel and other activity rooms, as well
as offices.

The building is of a high standard. The Reemtsma family are
very quality-conscious and were willing to spend whatever it
took to achieve the desired standard. For example, to realise the

Hanna Reemtsma Haus is a housing complex for senior citizens.
It is designed to provide a vibrant and varied local environment,
and is totally integrated into a lush garden that resembles
a clearing in the woods.

The widespread use of brick on the façades and tiles, along with the rest of the building’s proportions and the greenery,
creates an almost Italian atmosphere, even though the site is just outside Hamburg.

When the residents come out on the stairs from their apartments,
they are met with views of the little village.

The brickwork is very carefully defined and the transitions to other
parts of the building and materials are particularly precisely marked.

The south-facing roof surfaces are equipped with solar panels,
and the onsite wood-pellet burner is a further source of heat.

POETIC HOUSING
FOR SENIOR CITIZENS

BY THOMAS DICKSON, ARCHITECT AND AUTHOR
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The brickwork is complemented by fine details in copper, which
helps to enhance the impression of great care and high quality.

The architects have sought to provide both shade and shelter over
the entrances and along the path to the communal building.

The Schneekloth design studio worked on the beautiful and
unconventional brick details on several of the buildings.

There is an almost Renaissance-like atmosphere to the complex,
in terms of materials, structure and scale.

overall vision as well as possible while guaranteeing the finest
of detail, the family was directly involved in the development
process and attended fortnightly meetings with the architects.
As Lars Schneekloth, a partner in the design studio, puts it: “It
was great that the developer was so demanding, patient and
quality-conscious, right down to the choice of all materials.”

One of the things they wanted was a first-class brick with a
colourful look. After many tests and visits to the Petersen Brick-
works in Broager, the choice fell on D78. The architects did every-
thing they could to get the most out of the bricks, even drawing
varied bonds, some with relief-effects and other refined details.

The range of materials was also kept as simple as possible.
In accordance with the family’s wishes, very few types were
used: exclusive yellow-brick walls and classic red roof tiles, fit-

tings in copper and black-painted windows in either wood or
aluminium – all as natural and maintenance-free as possible.
Lars Schneekloth explains: “The Foundation wanted a rustic,
modern design, a bit subdued and certainly not institution-like,
and we did everything we could to achieve this.”

Stiftung Hanna Reemtsma Haus
Client: Stiftung Hanna Reemtsma Haus

Architects: Dipl.-Ing. Architekt E. Schneekloth und Partner

Contractor: Fa. D. Schröder GmbH & Co.KG

Engineers: Dipl.-Ing. Architekt E. Schneekloth und Partner

Landscape architect: Dipl.-Ing. H. Muhs

Brick: D78

Photos: J. Lehmann Siteplan



TOWN HALL
WITH DISTINCTIVE
CORNERS
THE SUBURBAN TOWN OF KIRKKONUMMI
IS LOCATED IN FLAT COUNTRYSIDE,
ABOUT 30 MILES OUTSIDE HELSINKI.
IN IT YOU WILL FIND THE LARGEST
KOLUMBA-BUILT BUILDING IN FINLAND TO DATE

BY THOMAS DICKSON, ARCHITECT AND AUTHOR

The town hall is a large structure characterised by high-quality exterior materials – brick, copper, wood and glass.

The new town hall in Kirkkonummi, which opened in 2011, brings together under one roof
a number of local authority functions and offices previously spread over multiple addresses.

Plan, Ground floor Plan, First floor



Kirkkonummi’s new town hall was completed in
November 2011 and now services the local au-
thority’s 40,000 citizens. The building has
11,000 square metres of floor space, spread
over five storeys of offices and meeting rooms
and a basement that houses parking facilities
and technical equipment. Its height and com-
pact proportions are due to the relatively small
size of the building site. The windows and shut-
ters in dark copper are almost flush with the
façades, which enhances the expression of a
tight and compact structure, especially when
seen from the street. The elongated and not
very tall Kolumba bricks also contribute to a
feeling of weight and solidity.

However, several elements serve to soften
the cube-like idiom. A big bite has been taken
out of the structure at the back of the town
hall, which lets light into the offices on the
upper floors. And three box-like elements can-
tilever out over the façade from the top floor.
Two of these boxes house changing rooms for
the obligatory Finnish saunas, located at the
top of the building. The third contains meeting
rooms and space to relax, including a bar and
terrace with panoramic views across the rela-
tively flat town centre.

The new Town Hall brings together a num-
ber of local-authority departments that were
previously spread around town. There was not
quite enough room for all of the council serv-
ices, however, so an older, neighbouring build-
ing houses the engineers and architects. The
original commission called for good links be-
tween the two buildings, and these have been
achieved in the form of an underground tunnel
and a glass-enclosed first-floor walkway.

In the interior, a large atrium in the middle
of the building creates a town square-like at-
mosphere at ground level – an appropriate set-
ting for the services based there: council
chamber, reception, information point and
restaurant. The somewhat amorphous staircase
column that strives upwards through the
atrium is covered with sheets of woven wire in

copper, the same material used on the walls of
the council chamber. The floor at ground level
is coated with a special, granite-like Finnish
stone, and the interior glass surfaces are
adorned with decorative motifs.

One interesting aspect of the building is the
unusual way in which the Kolumba bricks are
built into the “crooked” corners. The bricks are
not truncated, but the protruding ends create
a curious visual effect, as if there were a giant
zip in the corner of the Town Hall. As chief ar-
chitect Pekka Mäki from the studio Sigge OY
explains: “We could have had the bricks cut at
the corners of the building that are not right
angles, but we chose the more honest ap-
proach of leaving them as whole bricks and
this endows the building with a characteristic
little signature.”

The use of red brick on the façade was also
a requirement for the Town Hall, as many of
the buildings in the area are built from the
same material. The Kolumba that was chosen
shimmers in fine shades of reddish brown.

Pekka Mäki had become acquainted with Pe-
tersen Tegl during a previous project: “We used
Kolumba for a house we built in the late
1990s. We were enthusiastic about the brick,
which has a wealth of character, and wanted
to use it again. Building the new town hall in
Kirkkonummi gave us the chance.”

Kirkkonummi Town Hall
Client: Keva

Architects: Sigge Oy

Contractor: Peab

Engineers: Wsp Finland

Landscape architect: Sigge Oy

Brick: K43

Photos: Jussi Tiainen

The three corners of the building are not perpendicular, but 77, 86 and 107 degrees, respectively.
Rather than order custom-made brick, the issue of how to deal with the corners was resolved by letting
full-format Kolumba bricks overlap – a practical and unusual solution with an interesting effect.

The atrium has a skylight and silk-printed glass cladding. In the council chamber and the hall that connects
all of the floors, a copper net is used to clad and screen off the walls.

You enter the town hall via a low, horizontal entrance, which cuts diagonally into the building.
It feels as if you are entering the bottom of a large cube.
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COAL-FIRED BRICK IS THE ELEMENT THAT BINDS
EVERYTHING TOGETHER AT THIS CHURCH CENTRE SITE IN

SOUTHERN DENMARK, WHERE A NEW EXTENSION HAS
BEEN ADDED WITH GREAT SENSITIVITY FOR ITS CONTEXT.

ECCLESIASTIC EXTENSION

The extension to the seat of the diocese in Nykøbing Falster
represented a classic architectural challenge. The church needed
more office space to cope with new duties and responsibilities.
The new extension also had to complement the other two build-
ings on the site, each from a different century. The task fell to
Creo Architects.

The main building and one of the outbuildings are from the
mid-19th century, and were designed by the Danish architect
Gottlieb Bindesbøll in a classic, historicising style. The other
outbuilding, designed in 1992 by architect Gunilla Rønnow, in-
corporates several references to historic architecture. Both of
the buildings feature yellow-brick façades and red-tile roofs.

“We wanted to preserve both buildings, and as far as possi-
ble respect the courtyard, paving, brick walls and greenery, and
treat them as a unified ensemble. We also wanted to make a
contemporary mark on the site, and were highly conscious that
the new building should radiate its own distinct idiom in its
function, its interior and its architectural expression. It wasn’t
difficult to decide to let the materials be the element that binds
everything together, and to use yellow brick as the common
denominator,” Director Hans Toksvig Larsen explains.

“It was, of course, essential to find the right brick. An in-
dustrial one would have been no use, so we searched for a yel-
low brick that would express a sense of the contemporary, with
‘soft’ colours that would stand out from the rest of the brick-
work on site and yet still work alongside the other façades. Fol-
lowing positive dialogue with Petersen Tegl, and after looking
at a wide range of different options, we found the perfect so-
lution in a coal-fired, yellow brick with an irregular structure,
which looks almost handmade, and has rich colours that shim-
mer with a slight graphite-grey tint.”

The 255m2 extension emanates from the 1992 outbuilding
and is now the first thing visitors encounter when they arrive
at the small green area surrounding the facility. Nowadays, the
church centre forms a square in the park, with the most recent
addition creating new angles and views, both into the building
and out to the adjoining streets. The small, intimate spaces
and niches dotted around the extension are juxtaposed with
the spacious courtyard.

The contrast between the yellow, coal-fired brick walls and
the translucent façade panels in silk-coloured glass generates
the variegated lighting and spatial effects.

“The idea is that the big glass panels signal when something
is happening in the building – and this openness is meant to
serve as an invitation to join in the various activities that take
place here,” the architect concludes.

Extension to the seat of the Nykøbing Falster diocese
Client: The Diocese of Lolland-Falster

Architects: Creo Arkitekter A/S, by Hans Toksvig Larsen, Director

and Royal Inspector of Listed State Buildings

Landscape architect: Charlotte Skibsted

Engineers: Niras A/S

Brick: D72

Photos: Anders Sune Berg

The project was awarded the Architecture Prize 2011

by Guldborgsund Council

After the extension, the site now consists of buildings
from 1850, 1992 and 2010.

The new extension demonstrates the art of underplaying effects,
and the façades have a calm and serene air.

Plan

Elevation

Site plan

The entrance is now by the new building on the right. To the left are views of the park and the big old trees.
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“Kolumba’s size is ideal, although unknown in the American market. Frank Lloyd Wright worked with similarly sized bricks, but these dimensions just aren’t available any more,” explains architect Peter Guthrie.
He also points out that the bricklayers had not worked with similar formats before either. “Kolumba is made by hand, which endows the brick with greater tolerances and makes it easier to work with. On top of that,
the bricklayers were really enthusiastic about working with Kolumba, and that shows in the final result!”

KOLUMBANYC
345 WEST 14TH STREET IS CURRENTLY SWATHED IN AN OVERSIZED VERSION OF A
WORK OF ART BY YAYOI KUSAMA. WHEN THE SCAFFOLDING COMES DOWN, MANHATTAN
WILL BE TREATED TO THE EQUALLY BEAUTIFUL SIGHT OF AN 11-STOREY BUILDING
MADE OF KOLUMBA BRICK FROM PETERSEN TEGL.

The building’s five penthouse apartments have views of the Hudson River and downtown Man-
hattan, while the other 37 apartments are finished in an equally luxurious style. This is the first
time that the architects, DDG Partners – who designed, built and financed the project – have
used Kolumba. According to architect and partner Peter G. Guthrie, Kolumba brings to the façade
precisely the rustic idiom and natural beauty that the architects wanted.

Guthrie first saw Kolumba in the building for which the brick was originally developed – Peter
Zumthor’s museum in Cologne. The architects contacted and later visited the brickworks in Broa-
ger. It was here that they made their final decision on which of the 28 variants of Kolumba to
use for the building in Manhattan. Shipping brick from Broager to New York is easy enough and
has been done before – the Gladstone Gallery on 21th Street was the first building in town made
with Kolumba. The first pallets (K91 and D91/FF) arrived at DDG Partners’ building in spring
2012, after spending 20 days in transit by ship from Hamburg. The new building is scheduled
for completion in mid-2013, and we look forward to telling you more about it.

Passers-by have long enjoyed the large work of art draped over the scaffolding on 14th Street. The work is a reproduction of Yellow Trees by the Japanese artist Yayoi Kusama. A retrospective of Kusama’s work ran at the
Whitney Museum until 30 September 2012. DDG Partners initiated and financed the giant reproduction, motivated by the desire to do something positive for NYC while the city awaits its new building.



Greenland clay formed 8,000 years ago,
combined with 221 years of
brick-making experience in Broager,
has resulted in a unique new product.
Where there’s a will, there’s a way. When Sa-
nati A/S designed a clubhouse for the ski
club in Sisimiut in Greenland in 2005, both
the client and the architect wanted the
façade to be made from local clay.

It is not widely known that Greenland
has large deposits of an unusual kind of
clay, which around 30 years ago the Green-
land Technical Organisation (GTO) declared
unfit for brick-making.

According to geologists, “real” clay is
made by disintegration at appropriate tem-
peratures and with appropriate humidity. By
contrast, Greenland clay consists of fine-
grained sediment that is scraped from the
underside of the inland ice sheet and driven
out to sea. The clay-strewn seabed later
rose, and the clay is now easily accessible
on the large plain at Kangerlussuaq.

The engineers and architects involved in
the Sisimiut project decided to try using it,
even though Greenland does not have its
own brickworks. The solution was to ship
80 tons of Greenland clay from Kangerlus-
suaq to Aalborg. From there, it was trans-
ported to Petersen Tegl, which processed
the clay, moulded the bricks, coal-fired
them in the customary manner and shipped
them back. The finished building in Sisim-
iut looks beautiful with its rhubarb-
coloured façades, which are due to the
complete absence of lime in the Greenland
clay. In the next issue of Petersen, we will
tell you more about this fascinating project.

The official Danish contribution
to the 13th Architecture Biennale
in Venice is an exhibition
with the title Possible Greenland.
Greenland has arrived in Venice this year. The
project and exhibition focus on the challenges
faced by Greenland and the country's potential
as the ice melts, huge raw material resources be-
come available, and new businesses and an urban
culture emerge.

Possible Greenland is the first transnational
collaborative project of its kind. The Danish Ar-
chitecture Centre in collaboration with the pro-
ject's lead curator, Professor of Geology at the
University of Copenhagen, Minik Rosing and co-
curator, NORD Architects Copenhagen and teams
of architects, engineers and town planners from
Greenland and Denmark, have together devel-
oped innovative visions for sustainable economic

and social development in Greenland. The pro-
ject aims to show how architecture skills

can help create a sustainable society in
Greenland and the Arctic. The partner-

ships of Danish and Greenlandic ar-
chitectural companies will help to

strengthen professional ties
and cultural exchange in the

architectural industry.

It is the first time that Greenland has been ex-
posed so dramatically at the international archi-
tecture Biennale, and the exhibition has attracted
considerable international attention. In his open-
ing speech on 29 August, Minik Rosing said:

“Greenland is an important part of the world
and will be an important part of our collective fu-
ture, whether we believe it or not. A project like
this, which offers a vision of the future develop-
ment of Greenland, is necessary. Architects have
through architecture the ability to put pictures
to a possible future and at the same time create
a connection between art and science. We have
succeeded in doing that in this project.”

The exhibition in Venice runs until 25 November.

The following architectural and engineering
companies have contributed to the exhibition:
Tegnestuen Nuuk, BIG, Qarsoq Tegnestue, Clement &

Carlsen, Tegnestuen Vandkunsten, KITAA Arkitekter,

David Garcia Studio, Henning Larsen Architects,

tnt nuuk, ELKIÆR + EBBESKOV, Hausenberg,

DTU - Sisimiut, Arkitektskolen Aarhus, CEBRA,

Transform, Conditions Magazine, TERROIR and

Boris Brorman Jensen.
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BRICKS AND
SUSTAINABILITY

The international construction industry
has been very much focused on energy
and CO2 emissions for some considerable
time. However, the latest EU Regulation
adopts a more subtle approach.
Already partially implemented by all of the EU
member states, the regulation comes into full
force in mid-2013 and places the following
seven requirements on building products:

• Mechanical resistance and stability
• Safety in case of fire
• Hygiene, health and the environment
• Safety and accessibility in use
• Protection against noise
• Energy economy and heat retention
• Sustainable use of natural resources

It is good common sense to take a holistic
approach to sustainability – an approach that
incorporates multiple parameters. It is also a
positive development for the brick industry
that the seven requirements are synonymous
with the quintessential qualities of brick
buildings. Although firing bricks does emit
CO2, the overall environmental impact over

the life time of a brick is relatively modest,
as illustrated by the examples below.

The carbon footprint of a family of four on
flight from Hamburg to Bangkok and back
lasting 20 hours amounts to approximately
six tons of CO2.

Two cows emit methane gas equivalent
to about eight tons of CO2 per annum.

A standard house with a lifetime of a century
or two uses 12-16,000 bricks. The firing
process accounts for six-eight tons of CO2

– and the brick does not require any
maintenance.


